aBsTracT. in a morally diverse society, moral agents inevitably run up against intractable disagreements. civility functions as a valuable constraint on the sort of behaviors that moral agents might deploy in defense of their deeply held moral convictions and generally requires tolerance of other views and political liberalism, as does pluralism. however, most visions of civility are exceptionless: they require civil behavior regardless of how strong the disagreement is between two members of the same society. This seems an excellent idea when those required to do the tolerating might otherwise smash us. however, the demands of civility are universal and fall upon everyone, including ourselves. They may seem to require us to tolerate the intolerable, leading us not into pluralism but rather into functional relativism, and also require the powerless to moderate their demands for redress. They also place moral agents in a very difficult position with respect to realizing our deeply held moral values. isaiah Berlin's pluralism, by contrast, allows us to violate tolerance when we come up against values that, put into practice, are incompatible with a form of life we can tolerate. despite the many fronts on which civility and pluralism align, they are also pitted against each other. only a qualified (not exceptionless) civility based in respect for persons can cohere with pluralism and thus resolve the double bind in which the moral agent seemed to be placed by exceptionless civility. i develop a rule for accepted 60 exceptions that helps to explain how moral agents can be civil, value pluralism, demand redress, and maintain their own deeply held moral commitments.
aBsTracT. in a morally diverse society, moral agents inevitably run up against intractable disagreements. civility functions as a valuable constraint on the sort of behaviors that moral agents might deploy in defense of their deeply held moral convictions and generally requires tolerance of other views and political liberalism, as does pluralism. however, most visions of civility are exceptionless: they require civil behavior regardless of how strong the disagreement is between two members of the same society. This seems an excellent idea when those required to do the tolerating might otherwise smash us. however, the demands of civility are universal and fall upon everyone, including ourselves. They may seem to require us to tolerate the intolerable, leading us not into pluralism but rather into functional relativism, and also require the powerless to moderate their demands for redress. They also place moral agents in a very difficult position with respect to realizing our deeply held moral values. isaiah Berlin's pluralism, by contrast, allows us to violate tolerance when we come up against values that, put into practice, are incompatible with a form of life we can tolerate. despite the many fronts on which civility and pluralism align, they are also pitted against each other. only a qualified (not exceptionless) civility based in respect for persons can cohere with pluralism and thus resolve the double bind in which the moral agent seemed to be placed by exceptionless civility. i develop a rule for accepted exceptions that helps to explain how moral agents can be civil, value pluralism, demand redress, and maintain their own deeply held moral commitments.
i. iNTroducTioN in a morally diverse society, moral agents will face intractable disagreements. civility is a valuable constraint on the behaviors moral agents might deploy in defense of deeply held moral convictions. consider the general view, even among those who share many of Westboro Baptist church's antigay beliefs, that it is nonetheless uncivil and therefore wrong for Westboro to protest at childrens' schools and individuals' funerals (ruane 2010; silvey 2012) . however, the demands of civility do not fall only on those with conservative values but also upon those with liberal and progressive values. it is tempting to say that others are simply wrong, that "we"-whomever "we" may be-are correct. suppose we are feminists. We might even agree with a paraphrase of Barry goldwater's famous line 1 : extremism in the defense of feminism is no vice. yet civility demands moderation of all, of "us" as well as of "them." indeed, it may be one of the constraints that prevents a culture war 2 from becoming a civil war. if we truly value pluralism in a morally diverse society, we will have to moderate our behavior in advocacy of our most deeply held values and, at some level, tolerate those with whom we have profound moral disagreements. in this sense, pluralism and civility work in harness. yet an exceptionless civility asks too much of moral agents. it can be used as a tool to suppress dissent or questioning of current social arrangements. indeed, it may lead not to pluralism but to a simplistic and functional moral relativism. i argue that there is a tension between pluralism and civility. in exploring this, i provide several different ways of thinking about civility. some of these seem to demand that moral agents may not violate civility no matter the cost, a claim which pluralism does not make. i seek to problematize the relationship between pluralism and civility, and eventually to resolve it. in doing so, i argue that only by conceiving of civility as respect for persons, and allowing exceptions to the demands of civility, can we achieve pluralism and question existing power structures as well as belief structures that are intolerable. a qualified civility qua respect for persons is a notion of civility that can cohere with pluralism and thus resolve the double bind in which the moral agent seems to be placed, caught between commitment to deeply held personal values and a commitment to civility and pluralism in a morally diverse society in which real power differentials affect who demands civility of whom.
ii. Pluralism aNd ciViliTy "civility" is a term tossed around with uncritical abandon in public discourse. When rush limbaugh referred to sandra fluke as a "slut" for advocating contraceptive access, he was roundly critiqued for his incivility. major advertisers on his radio show pulled their sponsorship in protest (Bingham 2012) . georgetown university explicitly backed fluke over limbaugh "for civility's sake" (Prothero 2012) . But when we use this term, what exactly do we mean by it? What does it demand of us? and why does it seem so often to come up in the context of pluralism and moral disagreement? let us begin with a consideration of pluralism. for this investigation, i use isaiah Berlin's view. in his final essay, available online at the New York Review of Books, he is careful to distinguish between pluralism and relativism, as he always did in his work on values pluralism: i came to the conclusion that there is a plurality of ideals, as there is a plurality of cultures and of temperaments. i am not a relativist; i do not say "i like my coffee with milk and you like it without; i am in favor of kindness and you prefer concentration camps"-each of us with his own values, which cannot be overcome or integrated. This i believe to be false. But i do believe that there is a plurality of values which men [sic] can and do seek, and that these values differ. There is not an infinity of them: the number of human values, of values that i can pursue while maintaining my human semblance, my human character, is finite-let us say 74, or perhaps 122, or 26, but finite, whatever it may be. and the difference it makes is that if a man pursues one of these values, i, who do not, am able to understand why he pursues it or what it would be like, in his circumstances, for me to be induced to pursue it. hence the possibility of human understanding . . . if i am a man or a woman with sufficient imagination (and this i do need), i can enter into a value system which is not my own, but which is nevertheless something i can conceive of men [sic] pursuing while remaining human. (Berlin 1998) Berlin sees the differences between humans as part of what it is to be human. Were he thinking in heideggerian terms, he might consider moral imagination of diversity as a feature of da-sein, ontologically inseparable from Being human and thus from human beings.
What comes of this? as Berlin puts it, "toleration and liberal consequences follow." yet this is not all there is to pluralism: "if i pursue one set of values, i may detest another, and may think it is damaging to the only form of life that i am able to live or tolerate, for myself and others; in which case i may attack it . . . But i still recognize it as a human pursuit" (Berlin 1998) . ah, how convenient it would be if the fact that someone's beliefs negated tolerable forms of life also negated the need to respect it as a human pursuit. and yet something is negated: tolerance. Berlin (1998) acknowledges we may even have to "go to war against" those who act on such beliefs, e.g., the Nazis.
This poses a potential problem. Just as masculinist and patriarchal ideologies are arguably incompatible with forms of life that are good for women (and for men), so too any of the many feminisms are arguably incompatible with forms of life that masculinists and patriarchists value most highly. it is folly to ignore that many folks who hold masculinist and patriarchist values actually believe that it is better for both women and men, and for children, to have clearly delineated traditional general roles: women should rear children and maintain the home while men should deal with the harsh realities of politics and business. men thereby look after the welfare of their women and children. yet these values are in conflict with feminist values such as that women should have equal pay for equal work, should be able to choose whether to work in the home or outside it, and should have their work valued by society at large whether it be paid work or unpaid caregiving. These sets of "should" are incompatible. yet both groups of moral agents may consider these to be deeply held moral commitments. how do we navigate values pluralism when two sets of values are each seen by the other's adherents as incompatible with tolerable forms of life, rather than merely distinct from one's own?
We have gleaned two issues so far: Berlin's limited toleration in the face of values pluralism and the threat that our values pose to others as well as theirs to us. let us keep these in mind as we consider civility, its justifications, and its demands, and especially as we then move on to consider its exceptions.
iii. VisioNs of ciViliTy, PoWer, aNd The ProBlems of eXcePTioNless ciViliTy let us consider some quite basic notions of civility, first by example and then in theory. one of the best-known recent examples of public civility is the may 2012 pledge between scott Brown and elizabeth Warren. Brown and Warren, as you may recall, were both running for the senate seat formerly held by Ted Kennedy. Brown, the incumbent, was a fairly moderate republican. Warren, the challenger, was an ivy league professor who spearheaded the obama administration's consumer protection efforts. Both had strong opinions, often quite different, on major hot-button issues. however, they famously both agreed to avoid so-called negative campaigning. This was a commitment by each not to distort each other's positions for effect. Though the pledge did not apply to third parties, it made a difference in tone as they debated and campaigned, and the commitment lasted through much of the campaign. another practical example is the proposed civility pledge developed in concert by mark demoss (a conservative evangelical Pr executive) and lanny davis (a Jewish liberal democrat who defended clinton from impeachment charges). demoss reached out to davis in January of 2009 "because of alarm over what he saw as the increasingly vicious tone in american politics" (goodstein 2011). They asked members of congress and every sitting governor to swear the following 3 :
i will be civil in my public discourse and behavior.
i will be respectful of others whether or not i agree with them.
i will stand against incivility when i see it.
Now that we have some concrete examples to anchor us, we can move from practice to theory. it will serve us well to build ontological distinctions between different notions of civility, all of which are nonetheless compatible with the examples of civility just provided. richard Boyd has delineated two related but distinct connotations of "civility." first, there is formal civility. This governs face-to-face interactions in daily life. it involves etiquette, manners, and other social norms. it is literally conventional, embodying the established conventions of a particular society. since conventions differ between societies, so too can formal civility (Boyd 2006, 864) . michael oakeshott has suggested that civility requires form without specifying content so that individuals can pursue their self-chosen ends. Paired with Boyd's notion of formal civility, oakeshott's claim helps us to see how it is that formal civility is so often paired with pluralism since it is seen as structuring a society in which individuals can pursue self-chosen ends. however, this emphasis on form can present problems as we shall soon see. anticipating this, Boyd gives us a second connotation of civility which he calls substantive civility. This type most clearly pertains to how we handle moral diversity from a pluralist standpoint since it has to do with "standing or membership in the political community with its attendant rights and responsibilities" (Boyd 2006, 864) . Without standing, one's right to be heard and be allowed to pursue one's own notion of the good evaporates. Boyd (2006) goes on to suggest that it is substantive civility that gives rise and force to formal civility.
To that end, let us go beyond Boyd's basic notion of substantive civility to consider specific grounds of civility. i contend that the literature on civility lays out two twin substantive Purposes of civility. one, that it makes society work, and two, that it embodies respect for persons; this latter form most directly ties in with Berlin's humanist pluralism.
The first substantive Purpose of civility-that it makes society work-can be found in a number of influential works in political philosophy. martha Nussbaum, writing on the political implications of stoicism, claims that "No theme is deeper in stoicism than the damage done by faction and local allegiances to the political life of a group" (Nussbaum 1996, 8) . amy gutmann and dennis Thomson (1996) echo this concern in their excellent book Democracy and Disagreement: Why Moral Conflict Cannot Be Avoided in Politics, and What Should Be Done about It. gutmann and Thomson lay out the very notion of deliberative democracy, arguing that a necessary element of making this system work is that, "when citizens or their representatives disagree morally, they should continue to reason together to reach mutually acceptable decisions" (gutmann and Thomson 1996, 1). lucian Pye (1999) , writing on differing notions of civility in asia and the West-broadly construed, of course-finds a cross-cultural commonality in the purpose of civility even as its formal elements and conventions differ wildly. Pye suggests that "When civility [in whatever form it takes in different societies] totally breaks down, society ceases to exist. When civility is strong and widely upheld, the society will be integrated and coherent" (1999, 765) With respect to our current line of inquiry, Pye goes on to claim that, "Pluralistic democracy, especially when it involves rival moral concepts, requires an exceptionally high level of civility" (1999, 766) . even hobbes and hume can fit under this umbrella of civility qua social stability. Both have notions of civility related to what they see as proper politics. To paraphrase hobbes in Book ii of Leviathan, woe betide the person who does not choose the integrity of society over her own concerns. The alternative is life in a state of nature: nasty, brutish, solitary, and short. hobbes would see civility as necessary for life in a political community or "civil association" (hobbes 1968). hume, though in other ways quite different from hobbes, said that one of the most valuable of all political ideas is "the mutual deference of civility, which leads us to resign our own inclinations to those of our companions" (hume 1822, 126). Those who see civility as a necessary condition for social stability, and who see social instability as anathema, will allow few or no exceptions to civility's demands of tolerance and compromise.
however, we get a different kind of mileage out of the second strain of arguments on the substantive Purpose of civility-that it embodies respect for persons. This alternative allows us to see where rush limbaugh went awry when he called sandra fluke a "slut," and went awry in fundamentally moral terms rather than in consequentialist ones concerned with the stability of society. P. m. forni, long with the Johns hopkins civility Project, argues strongly that, "The extraordinary relevance of the rules of civility to our lives is that by following them we put into everyday practice the principle of respect for persons" 4 (2002, 13) . similarly, robert george argues that, by listening genuinely to the positions of others and taking moral disagreement seriously, one is not showing respect for a position so much as respect for the person who happens to hold that position (george 1997, 1398) . and michael mcconnell claims that good citizens are "[those] who learn to love the good and to recognize and respect visions of the good in others" (1996, 84) . These notions of civility qua respect for persons emphasize an entirely different substantive purpose of civility.
formal civility in all cases. as we shall see, this can prove deeply problematic and is one feature of civility which i argue against. let us consider how this demand arises.
civility qua respect for persons presents a special difficulty for visions of the good which not only differ-as between feminisms-but which pose a threat to the form of life a moral agent holds dear. consider again the threat that patriarchal value systems pose to feminisms, and the reverse. civility qua respect for persons demands that we treat decently the person who holds views we find anathema. it can give rise to exceptionless demands, as when forni says, "i simply cannot conceive of any circumstances in our own daily lives when it would be appropriate or advantageous to be rude or boorish. The powerful combination of self-respect and respect for others should make it almost impossible for us to choose incivility . . . To brawl is human. To be civil works" (2002, 157) . civility qua social stabilizer, in its most hobbesian form, also brooks no exception lest the alternative to a nonideal society be no society at all. hume contends that "a good-natured man . . . practices this civility to every mortal, without premeditation or interest" (1822, 112) . i call such an absolute conception exceptionless civility: the position that it is morally wrong and/or social suicide to manifest incivility no matter the cost to a moral agent's other moral commitments. Both of the substantive forms of civility i have identified-qua respect for persons, and qua social stabilizer-can be argued to give rise to exceptionless civility.
all exceptionless civilities levy powerful demands on moral agents with respect to our ability to realize our deeply held personal values in the face of moral diversity. indeed, they demand that our moral commitment to civility be placed above all others. is this asking too much? my critique here is not unlike Bernard Williams's (1973) famous critique of utilitarianism; namely, that it is deeply flawed as a moral imperative because it requires moral agents to place utility above all other projects and values. similarly, any exceptionless civility, regardless of its ground, requires moral agents to place civility above all other projects and values. This is not only deeply troubling for the moral agent with other deeply held moral commitments, but also makes an idealized, generalized demand on moral agents with particularized commitments. iris marion young (2011), in chapter 4 of Justice and the Politics of Difference, described this kind of demand to commit to a generalizable notion of the common good 6 and subjugate the particulars of our own lives as part and parcel of "the ideal of impartiality."
[The ideal of impartiality] expresses a logic of identity that seeks to reduce differences to unity . . . The ideal of impartial moral reason corresponds to the enlightenment ideal of the public realm of politics as attaining the universality of a general will that leaves difference, particularity, and the body behind . . . recent attempts to revive republican thinking appeal to the ideal of a civic public which transcends the particularities of interest and affiliation to seek a common good. (young 2011, 97) While impartiality is often considered part and parcel of a just and civil society precisely by dominant political theories, the totalizing impulse to place some notion of the "common good" above all other moral commitments is deeply problematic for moral agents.
Before we proceed, it is worth remembering that young believes oppression, injustice, and other problems of social power track social groups and their members, rather than individuals per se. such groups "do not exist apart from individuals" but "are socially prior to individuals, because people's identities are partly constituted by their group affiliations" (young 2011, 9). The totalizing impulse to place the "common good"-whatever it may be-above all other deeply held moral commitments and projects places the individual moral agent in a sticky position: she cannot hope to assert that her own concerns, and those of the social group to which she belongs, are more important than the common good. in the case of exceptionless civility qua social stability, the common good is the avoidance of chaos and the maintenance of order; insofar as disruption to the status quo both disrupts social stability and is necessary for the individual moral agent's, and her group's, concerns to be addressed, those concerns will be quashed in the name of the common good. indeed, the ground of the claim that the moral agent cannot assert her particulars is precisely that the assertion itself is disruptive to social stability. Thus, the moral agent with the least power, often due to membership in particular social groups, is the least able to assert his or her particular needs and values.
This occurs not only because of the totalizing claim of commitment to social stability, but also because of the interplay between social stability-maintaining the status quo-and features of social power and oppression such as marginalization, powerlessness, and silence. The reader unfamiliar with marginalization and powerlessness can find an elaboration in young, who calls these two "faces of oppression" out of a total of five which she identifies. 7 Briefly, marginalization involves members of oppressed social groups being pushed to the margins of society. Though young focuses on participation in the labor market, she says that "marginalization is perhaps the most dangerous form of oppression. a whole category of people is expelled from useful participation in social life" (2011, 53) . she is particularly concerned about the exclusion of persons from citizenship, likely by virtue of their economic dependency, but also in general. for our purposes, let us extend marginalization to this broader notion of being excluded from citizenship and from the rights of redress and address that those who are counted fully citizens have by right of being counted as citizens. We may also extend it in general to excluding members of society from the full range of opportunities available to those at the center of society rather than at its margins. Thus we better understand the face of oppression that is marginalization. The second face of oppression relevant here is powerlessness. it is closely connected to marginalization, for "The powerless are those who lack authority or power . . . those over whom power is exercised without their exercising it; the powerless are situated so that they must take orders and rarely have the right to give them" (young 2011, 57) . Powerlessness, young notes, commonly leads to lack of respectability. once one proves one has power, as when it is discovered that "this woman or that Puerto rican man is a college teacher or business executive," people begin to behave more respectfully (2011, 58) . Being powerless or perceived as powerless, one cannot command respect. We can see how this would be troubling in the case of demands for exceptionless civility: the powerless would be commanded to be civil and could not reciprocally command the same in return.
The marginalized and the powerless also cannot demand that they be heard. Paulo freire (1921) introduces the notion of a "culture of silence" as a feature of oppression and power differentials. in a culture of silence, per freire, oppressed peoples no longer talk about their oppression, certainly not outside of their social group and often not inside their social group. This is related to the well-known technique of silencing, an act performed by the audience to a person's speech. audiences have the power to recognize another's speech or not, and to take speech as it is meant by the speaker to be taken or not to do so (dotson 2011, 237) . as Kristie dotson says, "to communicate we all need an audience willing and capable of hearing us" (2011, 238) . By refusing to recognize the speaker or refusing to take the speech as it is meant to be taken, audiences effectively silence speakers. This is much more easily done by those with the power to control speech and uptake of speech, and thus commonly used to reinforce existing power structures. indeed, "the authority of the dominant requires the silence of the subordinate" (lyman 2004, 137) . someone who is silenced cannot be heard, and those who control the norms of civility-and can demand that others follow them-can refuse to hear those who do not follow them. silencing is one of many means of making people powerless, as is marginalization, and is a punishment often used against those deemed uncivil as we shall soon see.
it may seem odd that a notion of social stability based on the marginalization of so many people can really be understood as stability. and yet, neither marginalization nor stability are about numbers. suppose there exists an alien society composed of red-skinned, purple-skinned, and blue-skinned intelligent quadrupeds in equal numbers; each represents one-third of the population. for reasons having to do with historical concentrations of resources and power, blue-skinned quadrupeds control the conditions for meaningful participation in social life and exclude red-skinned and purple-skinned members of society from full access to the range of opportunities that blue-skinned quadrupeds make available to themselves. Now presume further that there are three sexes in this quadruped species, and that one has more power than others due to the vagaries of reproduction, and uses this to exclude them from the range of opportunities available to the dominant sex. The dominant sex of the blue-skinned quadrupeds thus constitutes one-third of one-third of society, or one-ninth. yet the social system as it stands, with this existing hierarchy of power and marginalization, is stable over time so long as power can be used to keep the other eight-ninths from resisting effectively. a stable society can indeed depend on marginalization of most of its members to both maintain the status quo, and as a feature of the status quo. We need only see intersecting layers of power, with some few wielding the most power, to understand how marginalization needn't be of the minority of the population. after all, marginalization of enough minority social groups, while reinforcing their differences from each other, can add up to quite a lot of people who are marginalized and yet divided from each other in stable yet unjust power arrangements.
a clear example of the use of civility to maintain the status quo, thereby both keeping society stable and reinforcing existing power structures through marginalization, powerlessness, and silence, can be seen in a nonacademic setting in which contentious issues are often raised: meetings of local government bodies. Bear with me as i draw out the details of this case. in may of 2014, the supreme court of the united states issued its ruling in the case Town of Greece v. Galloway. The case is based on a contested practice during town council meetings in the mostly christian town of greece, New york. in 1999, greece began offering chaplain-led prayers before town council meetings. The council compiled a list of chaplains from which to draw, all of whom were christian. as many as two-thirds of the invocations explicitly invoked Jesus christ; this changed only in 2007 when complaints were lodged and non-christian chaplains were occasionally invited (lithwick 2014). as dahlia lithwick explains in an article in the online magazine Slate:
Two women sued, one an atheist and the other a Jew, both contending that the first amendment's establishment cause is violated when, as here, the state sanctions a system in which christian prayers are offered almost exclusively for nearly a decade, particularly when this occurs at sessions in which citizens in attendance must participate in order to interact with their elected representatives. The 2nd u.s. circuit court of appeals agreed. Today, on the usual 5-4 lines, the supreme court reversed the appeals court, finding that even the overtly sectarian prayers offered in greece do not violate the constitution and . . . that outside of future prayers that "threaten damnation, or preach conversion," neither state legislatures nor the judicial branch should play any role in second-guessing the religious leaders conducting prayer sessions . . . To the extent that the court ever played a role in ensuring that minority religious rights were not trammeled by well-meaning majorities who fervently believe that here in america we are all basically just country-club Judeo-christians with different hairstyles, the jig is up: from now on we just do as the religious majorities say, so long as nobody is being damned or converted. (lithwick 2014) Note the power relations inherent in the fact that the town of greece is overwhelmingly christian, that the prayers were once exclusively christian and now still overwhelmingly christian, and the court's apparent lack of concern for this differential. in his concurring opinion with the majority, supreme court justice samuel alito concludes that most of the invocations and religious intonation of the chaplains' prayers was polite and therefore "no tolerant, open-minded person should object" in lithwick's words (2014). in his own words, alito wrote, "although the principal dissent attaches importance to the fact that guest chaplains in the town of greece often began with the words 'let us pray,' that is also commonplace and for many clergy, i suspect, almost reflexive." lithwick points out the power differential problems here: "the assumption seems to be that since-left to their own devices-polite majority religions almost always inadvertently privilege themselves, there can be no real constitutional harm here. 8 he does not see that this is precisely the danger . . . Perhaps because [Kennedy and alito's] version of religion is so polite, they've reimagined the refusal of dissenters to either pray along or remove themselves from the room . . . as civic rudeness" (lithwick 2014). This attitude that lithwick identifies in the concurring opinions in this case is also identified in supreme court justice elena Kagan's dissent. Kagan points out that "when the plaintiffs began to voice the concern over prayers that excluded some Town residents, one pastor pointedly thanked the board '[on] behalf of all god-fearing people' for holding fast, and another declared the objectors 'in the minority and . . . ignorant of the history of our country.'" it appears to me that both the town and Justices Kennedy and alito (in the majority and concurring opinions) view the plaintiffs as uncivil and misguided. By seeing the status quo as harmless, and the complaints of those against it as uncivil and misguided, the social smoothing functions of civility are seen to reinforce existing power structures and to silence, marginalize, and strip the power to demand redress from those who contest the world as it is currently structured. refused redress, the plaintiffs might well feel the need to be a tad bit uncivil in continuing to demand change that attends to their particulars rather than quashing them under generalizations.
in some cases, there is no necessary conflict between personal moral values and commitment to civility. Perhaps this is as it should be. Perhaps all matters of personal conscience should align with a commitment to civility. But perhaps not. When the opposition does not listen or when the opposition is not civil, as with pro-life and pro-choice activists who call their opponents on their home phones and at all hours of day and night (murdoch 2012; sun 2011), or as with the Westboro Baptist church's vehement protests and invective against homosexuals, feminists, and soldiers, it seems a great deal to ask that we ourselves should remain civil. such exceptionless civility forces us into a kind of functional relativism in which we must tolerate even views that would impose an intolerable form of life upon us and those whose welfare is our concern. The plaintiffs in Town of Greece vs. Galloway are certainly being asked to do so. Those who must remain civil to the Phelps family, who constitute the entirety of the Westboro Baptist church, are generally asked to do so. i do not mean to imply here that we must actually believe that our opponents' view is as legitimate as our own, simply that exceptionless civility requires that we act as if it were. Thus, a simplistic functional relativism is required in which we may well think intolerantly while being civil. This makes us unable to commit fully to our most deeply held moral particulars; we can think all we like, but cannot act.
formal civility, itself, can lead to functional relativism in other ways, as well. lawrence Nelson and michael meyer critique the President's commission on Bioethics and argue that its emphasis on civility, combined with sharp disagreement on the moral issue of human embryonic stem cell research, meant that it "essentially failed to adequately engage and respectfully acknowledge each others' deepest moral concerns" (Nelson and meyer 2005, 33) . in the resulting report from the commission, each position was simply described rather than dealt with, merely tolerated rather than seriously considered (Nelson and meyer 2005) . This is a very real case of how using the norms of formal civility to prevent conflict can result in functional relativism.
and so, we see some of the limitations of exceptionless civility. yet Berlin's pluralism leaves room for us to attack-even war-against such views and, by extension, those who hold them. can these notions be reconciled? is pluralism a threat to civility? must civility drive us to functional relativism?
To address these issues, we must consider, however briefly, whether there are grounds for a qualified civility that may be compatible with a pluralist view and allow us to avoid the functional relativism to which exceptionless civility condemns us. This is best done by considering further the ways in which existing power structures are served by some notions of civility, and whether any ground of substantive civility can justify exceptions to formal civility.
iV. eXcePTioNs To ciViliTy: hoW These aNd oTher criTiQues of ciViliTy caN lead us To a VersioN comPaTiBle WiTh Pluralism
To my knowledge, no critics of civility levy the critiques i levy above about the sticky position of moral agents in a morally diverse society, and the potential for functional relativism. however, other critiques may point the way to a more nuanced vision of civility. many critics have begun by noting that common conceptions of civility are purely formal in nature. This is easily seen in english-language dictionaries, one of which defines civility as "formal politeness and courtesy in behavior or speech." Noted synonyms include "comity-urbanity-complaisance." This latter synonym provides the greatest difficulty for critics working within power analysis, as complaisance cannot be an option for those seeking to overturn unjust power structures and to right moral wrongs. dorothy roberts, who has also analyzed race-based medicine, writes in line with some aspects of power and civility we have already considered. roberts argues that civility is often used to hush up those, especially oppressed sexual or racial or class groups, who point out violations of lack of respect for themselves. such discussions are deemed "inappropropriate" and cause social disruption. Thus, it is claimed, they are uncivil. When the demands of civility count only if initiated from the top-down, those on the bottom of a power structure-those who are powerless or at least have less power-lack the ability to make claims of civility on the powerful; only the powerful can make such claims. indeed, this is precisely what one would expect of the way that formal civility and civility qua social stability would function in a society with power differentials: those differentials would be maintained as part of the status quo and would affect the ability of those with less power to demand or effect change.
for similar reasons, the faculty union at the university of oregon objected to an element of the recent (2013) contract proposed by administration; namely, that faculty communications be subject to a civility clause. Negative reaction was intense, as corey robin documents: "While it's hard to find people who are anticivility, many academics note that requiring civility can become a tool for punishing those professors who speak out against their bosses or who push unpopular positions" (robin 2013). many respondents pointed out the power dynamics inherent in those with power being the ones to determine what constitutes civility. This draws attention to who deems discussions to be "inappropriate" and socially disruptive. so intense was the faculty response at u of o that the university pulled the proposal. scott Pratt of the university of oregon stated that one of the faculty's counter offers had included a requirement that the civility clause be two-way; e.g., that the administration could be judged to be uncivil by the faculty and therefore in violation of their end of the contract. The administration dropped the clause rather than allow reciprocity. as Pratt noted during discussion of an earlier draft of this paper, this raises the possibility that it is lack of reciprocity that creates the real problem for exceptionless civility. This is entirely consistent with the analysis of power and civility that i have laid out here, and it presents real problems for pluralism and the ability to defend one's views against those who find them intolerable or whose views one finds intolerable.
one possible problem for seeking any exceptions to demands for civility is that, if the demand for exceptionless civility were universally applied and enforced, it could protect the most vulnerable among us. indeed, Bonnie mann argued during discussion of an earlier draft of this paper that reciprocal, mutually binding exceptionless civility is one of the few protections for vulnerable persons in a diverse society. By way of example, she mentioned high school students who are bullied for being different from their peers, bullied not only by physical means but by use of language and social manipulation. i grant that this clearly violates formal civility regardless of its ground and violates substantive civility where the ground is respect for persons. it does seem to be a problem that could be fixed by exceptionless civility. But i do not think that this can be the answer because exceptionless civility gives rise to such difficulties for precisely those vulnerable persons, difficulties that are nicely described by roberts and mayo (2002) .
Quashing of disruption and disorder by those in power is done not only by mainstream entities that seek to preserve the status quo; this can happen even within movements that contest the status quo. movements such as feminism contain diverse viewpoints, but the concerns of some can be totalized and made universal. We see this in the classic complaints levied by bell hooks (1982) in her famous use of the refrain "ain't i a Woman?" and by audre lorde (1981) , that feminism has not adequately addressed the concerns of black women or included black women, themselves, in the movement. There are other issues of the inclusion of particulars, as well. We hear calls for feminists to question their emphasis on the concerns of cisgender women to the exclusion of those of trans* women, to question their emphasis on reproduction from the heterosexual view and instead to better include the concerns of lesbian and bisexual women, to incorporate women of color generally, including latina women, asian women, african american women, and Native american women as well as others. lorde herself wrote on the legitimate use of anger, which she saw as an entirely appropriate reaction to her exclusion as a result of her race, and on the reactions of white feminists to being called out for their own participation in and lack of resistance to white supremacy. she provides a bulleted list of some examples of her anger, and the reaction of others to it, in her deservedly famous piece "The uses of anger." The first example is this: "i speak out of direct and particular anger at an academic conference, and a white woman says, 'Tell me how you feel but don't say it too harshly or i cannot hear you '" (lorde 1981, 278) .
This kind of reaction on the part of the white woman is precisely a civility reaction: tone down your rhetoric otherwise i am entitled to ignore you. abide by formal civility or you will have abrogated your right to be heard. This demand for civility no matter what is precisely a demand for exceptionless civility and also shows how closely such demands are tied to silencing and lack of respect. yet with an issue such as racism, the toned-up rhetoric that is perceived as uncivil may be the only appropriate one. lorde says, "Women responding to racism means women responding to anger; anger of exclusion, of unquestioned privilege, of racial distortions, of silence, ill-use, stereotyping, defensiveness, misnaming, betrayal, and co-optation" (lorde 1981, 278) .
To demand civility in the face of this is in fact to demand that the complainant soft-pedal and downplay the impact of the system on particular individuals and their particular concerns. The appropriate response in such a situation is not, when one is in the dominant power position, to say to the person in the subordinate power position, "be civil or i cannot hear you." This reinforces marginalization and powerlessness through silencing. lorde goes on essentially to urge women, and women of color, to be uncivil in their demands for redress of their particulars: "anger expressed and translated into action in the service of our vision and our future is a liberating and strengthening act of clarification, for it is in the painful process of this translation that we identify who are our allies with whom we have grave differences, and who are our genuine enemies" (lorde 1981, 280; my emphasis) . No matter how uncivil, anger has its uses. To demand that a person not be angry when they have every reason to be is to silence them and show lack of respect. in a sense, the very demand for formal civility-to not show anger, to moderate your tone, etc.-contradicts the ground of civility qua respect for persons, though not of civility qua social stability.
such critiques of powerful others in the name of one's own particulars still violate formal civility in the internet era, but with a corresponding benefit. as Veronica Bayetti flores (2013) points out, so-called twitter feminism and the use of other internet media, for all its reputation as the "wild west" of the internet in terms of lack of civility and rudeness, has given a megaphone to people who had none:
yes, we have a lot to learn about treating each other with dignity when we aren't experiencing each other in person. But internet feminism, including twitter, has also given a platform to voices we would rarely have heard from otherwise, has created community for folks in places or circumstances where finding each other is difficult, and has catapulted historically marginalized conversations into the mainstream. This is a fact that cannot be ignored, and to suggest that a feminist space that has fostered and amplified voices of women of color is toxic in its entirety is misguided at its very best. and let's not pretend like folks consistently see each others' full humanity in person either. This is about our movements everywhere. (flores 2013) The subculture of feminists, the progressive movement, has its own status quo, which is preserved by calls to dissidents within the movement to be civil, to keep a civil tongue in their head, to not be so angry. This is also true of antiracist movements, where women's issues are often ignored and a certain kind of problem is universalized as the one that requires action. This occurred during and within the civil rights movement. it occurs still, as was pointed out in response to President obama's focus on the problems of young black men in his my Brother's Keeper initiative. What about "my sister's Keeper?" asked some, as more than 1,000 women of color signed a letter asking for gender parity in the program (henderson 2014). Noted feminist Kimberle crenshaw discussed the issue in a July 2014 op-ed, calling the program "an abandonment of women of color" and suggesting, "Perhaps the exclusion of women and girls is the price to be paid for any race-focused initiative in this era" (crenshaw 2014, a23) . how do we hold each other accountable? how do we distinguish between a violation of civility that is called for and one that is uncalled for? as flores (2013) says, "calling folks out in good faith-or calling in-is necessary." By "calling in," she means to use a notion discussed by Ngoc loan Tran (2013) . Tran develops an idea of "calling in," in which we acknowledge that even those of us who have learned to account for the unheard voices, and indeed to hear them speak for themselves, didn't always know this. rather than calling out those who don't know it, we should call them in, invite them in to the space where one learns this. Those who aren't doing a good enough job yet, says Tran, cannot be treated as "disposable" allies, to be thrown away when they aren't doing it right: "We have to let go of treating each other like not knowing, making mistakes, and saying the wrong thing make it impossible for us to ever do the right things" (Tran 2013) . and so, in the terms i have been using, we might say that we call people "in" because we demand respect for ourselves and a hearing for the unheard, and we do it in this way because the people we are critiquing are ones who share most of our values-the mainstream feminists, the antiracists-and are themselves persons and deserve respect. But that does not necessarily mean they deserve a smooth and untroubling social interaction. as lorde noted, one of the uses of anger is that we can learn from it, that it can be used for growth. The alleged value of a stable society or of avoiding the appearance of internal conflict within a movement should not trump the need to reform society or a movement to be one that better respects persons and allows individuals to pursue their own vision of the good and have their own particular concerns given weight. That would place civility and pluralism forever at odds. at this point, i wish to draw the alert reader's attention to the fact that much of the framing of the issue of formal civility so far relies upon the substantive ground of civility qua social stability (the notion underlying suppression of dissent). drawing on roberts, cris mayo (2002) notes that the social "smoothing" functions of etiquette cover up legitimate social problems that must be dealt with in order to have justice and respect for persons. This is precisely what we have seen in some of the previous examples. mayo herself provides us with the thought-provoking example of "heinously non-conformist kids"-often gay or gender queer-in public schools being warned to conform by their self-avowedly liberal teachers (mayo 2002, 175) . mayo also raises something we may all have witnessed: the common occurrence in graduate seminars in which members of minorities who point out that frameworks presented by theoreticians and professors harm them or others are, in turn, silenced and told they are "making a mountain out of a molehill" or other dismissive terminology which reads as "causing trouble." By making such claims or by not conforming, students are "making an issue of something that, in polite society, ought to be ignored" (mayo 2002, 174) .
so we see that civility can be used to silence those with less social power on the grounds of both how they present what they say, and the topics that they raise. We have seen that this can happen not only in the context of mainstream society but also in the context of progressive movements.
i contend that civility qua social stability will give rise to exceptionless civility through the pursuit of order and social smoothing. however, civility qua respect for persons need not do so. indeed, respect for persons ought precisely to support heinously nonconformist kids in their violations of formal civility and ought precisely to support minority critiques of frameworks. it is possible to interpret civility qua respect for persons such that it not only need not give rise to exceptionless civility, as civility qua social stability does, but that it must not do so. any exceptions to formal civility must, however, be grounded in the substantive notion of respect for persons. Now let us return to Bonnie mann's example of a bullied high school student whose welfare might be greatly helped by a demand for exceptionless civility. if the qualification for an exception to formal civility is that it preserves the substantive ground of civility qua respect for persons, then that student's peers who engage in bullying are engaging in an unjustified violation of formal civility: their actions not only do not preserve respect for persons, but in fact undermine it. social disruptions and inappropriate behavior may well be justifiable on the same grounds that generally rule out socially disruptive and inappropriate behavior: respect for persons. social disruptions and inappropriate behavior that do not embody respect for persons would constitute unjustified exceptions to formal civility. using the conceptual tools we acquired from Boyd, we can see that the criticisms i have levied and synthesized boil down to the fact that formal civility can cover up violations of substantive civility. What is really going on here is less a critique of civility per se than a critique of particularly shallow notions of civility and of the substantive notion of civility qua social stability. indeed, these points ought to make us careful of a slavish adherence to formal civility and of the notion of civility qua social stability. roberts and mayo might both be copacetic with a revision of civility grounded in respect for persons. Nonetheless, what this critique implies is that formal incivility is permissible and even admirable when it draws attentions to violations of substantive civility: the "heinously nonconformist kid" and the disruptive minority graduate student are both demanding their right to pursue the good. so, we see that some apparent violations of civility are in fact merely violations of formal civility that are entirely in keeping with the spirit of civility qua respect-for-persons. from this, we may derive a sort of rule-a guideline, really-for violating formal civility. call this the acceptable exceptions rule:
Violations of formal civility are acceptable if and only if they are required to preserve the substantive ground of civility qua respect for persons. When this is the case, they are not only acceptable, but necessary.
V. coNclusioN i remain concerned that exceptionless civilities drive us to a functional relativism rather than the pluralism necessary for moral agents to function in a morally diverse society. i remain concerned about the demands civility places on moral agents facing values that, if put into practice by their adherents, make tolerable forms of life impossible. any acceptable view will allow exceptions to formal civility in support of the substantive notion of civility that underpins it. since i contend that civility qua social stability demands exceptionless civility, the remaining substantive notion of civility must either be civility qua respect for persons or some other morally rich notion of civility compatible with the creation of a morally desirable society that allows the pursuit of plural ends. i do believe we have made progress wading through the issues and the end is in sight. To that end, i wish now to reframe and expand upon some of the questions i asked earlier.
can civility qua respect for persons cohere with a pluralism that allows us to go so far as to attack other views? i believe it can, since we can violate formal civility to preserve its substance as laid out in the acceptable exceptions rule. can it be made compatible with a pluralism that allows us to go so far as to war with other views and their adherents? Perhaps, though there will be constraints on how that war is waged, imposed by the ground of respect even for persons with whom we profoundly disagree. can civility qua social stability cohere with a pluralism that allows us to war with other views and their adherents? Never. But a qualified civility grounded in respect for persons can. it asks just what must be asked, rather than too much. acKNoWledgmeNTs i would like to thank the audience for my presentation of this paper at feasT 2013 in Tempe, arizona. scott Pratt and Bonnie mann in particular pushed me, respectively, on the importance of reciprocity in civility and on the potential need for exceptionless civility in protecting vulnerable persons. These points have been incorporated into the paper, as have critical points levied by the editors of this issue.
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